Abstract Peak expiratory flow rate(PEF) is a very important diagnostic parameter obtained from the forced vital capacity(FVC) test. The expiratory flow rate increases during the short initial time period and may cause measurement error in PEF particularly due to non-ideal dynamic characteristic of the transducer. The present study evaluated the initial rise slope(Sr) on the flow rate signal to compensate the transducer output data. The 26 standard signals recommended by the American Thoracic Society(ATS) were generated and flown through the velocity-type respiratory air flow transducer with simultaneously acquiring the transducer output signal. Most PEF and the corresponding output(NPEF) were well fitted into a quadratic equation with a high enough correlation coefficient of 0.9997. But only two(ATS#2 and 26) signals resulted significant deviation of NPEF with relative errors>10%. The relationship between the relative error in NPEF and Sr was found to be linear, based on which NPEF data were compensated. As a result, the 99% confidence interval of PEF error was turned out to be approximately 2.5%, which was less than a quarter of the upper limit of 10% recommended by ATS. Therefore, the present compensation technique was proved to be very accurate, complying the international standards of ATS, which would be useful to calibrate respiratory air flow transducers.
서론
[그림 2] 실험장치의 모식도
msec 혹은 80 msec 간격으로 최소 제곱식(least squares parabolic fit)을 산출하는 포물선 적합 알고리즘(parabolic curve-fitting algorithm)을 적용하도록 권고하고 있다 [7] .
where n=index of flow data point, j=index values as indicated in the eq., h=time between samples, and np=number of data points(for a 40msec segment, np=2 and for an 80msec segment, np=4). 
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